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Abstract

Mixture-of-Expert (MoE) models have ob-
tained state-of-the-art performance in Neural
Machine Translation (NMT) tasks. Existing
works in MoE mostly consider a homogeneous
design where the same number of experts of
the same size are placed uniformly throughout
the network. Furthermore, existing MoE works
do not consider computational constraints (e.g.,
FLOPs, latency) to guide their design. To this
end, we develop AutoMoE – a framework for
designing heterogeneous MoE’s under compu-
tational constraints. AutoMoE leverages Neural
Architecture Search (NAS) to obtain efficient
sparse MoE sub-transformers with 4× infer-
ence speedup (CPU) and FLOPs reduction over
manually designed Transformers, with parity in
BLEU score over dense Transformer and within
1 BLEU point of MoE SwitchTransformer, on
aggregate over benchmark datasets for NMT.
Heterogeneous search space with dense and
sparsely activated Transformer modules (e.g.,
how many experts? where to place them? what
should be their sizes?) allows for adaptive com-
pute – where different amounts of computations
are used for different tokens in the input. Adap-
tivity comes naturally from routing decisions
which send tokens to experts of different sizes.
AutoMoE code, data, and trained models are
available at https://aka.ms/AutoMoE.

1 Introduction

Sparsely activated models like the Mixture-of-
Experts (MoE) (Fedus et al., 2022b) perform con-
ditional computation in which only a subset of
the weights of the network are activated per in-
put. Selective compute allows us to design neural
networks with a large number of model parameters,
without significant increase in the computational
cost. With increased capacity, these sparse mod-
els have demonstrated state-of-the-art performance
in natural language tasks such as neural machine
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translation (NMT) (Kim et al., 2021; Kudugunta
et al., 2021; Zuo et al., 2022).

MoE architectures require several design
choices: (a) Expert placement: Identifying Trans-
former layers for introducing expert sub-networks.
(b) Number of experts: How many experts to place
in different layers? (c) Expert FFN size: What
should be the feedforward network (FFN) size for
each expert? Given the large search space of poten-
tial architectures and the exorbitant computational
cost of training and evaluating them, existing ap-
proaches manually design MoE architectures from
a highly-restricted homogeneous space. For in-
stance, they use the same number of experts of the
same capacity in different layers and make ad-hoc
decisions like introducing experts in every other
layer (Fedus et al., 2022b; Kim et al., 2021; Zuo
et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022; Artetxe et al., 2021) or
every four layers (Zoph et al., 2022).

While these MoE’s support conditional computa-
tion, homogeneity (specifically, fixed-size experts)
results in the same amount (albeit different sub-
sets) of weights to be applied to each input. We
hypothesize that this is not an optimal solution and
that we can reduce the number of experts (in some
layers) to reduce communication cost, and the size
(of some experts) to reduce computation cost result-
ing in reduction in model size, FLOPs and latency
without much quality degradation.

This naturally extends MoEs to be adaptive com-
pute models (similar to work on early exit (Schuster
et al., 2022)) where different amounts of computa-
tions are used for different inputs. The adaptivity
comes naturally from the routing decisions which
would send tokens to experts of different sizes.

The above observations are depicted in Table 1,
which shows demonstrative examples of manu-
ally designed MoE’s vs. those designed by our
AutoMoE framework. We compare these architec-
tures against various computational metrics (e.g.,
latency, FLOPs, active MoE parameters), archi-
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Figure 1: AutoMoE Framework. (1) Heterogeneous MoE with variable dimensions for dense Transformer blocks
and sparsely activated expert modules. (2) Supernet training by sampling subnetworks from search space and
training them by sharing common weights with Supernet. (3) Evolutionary search to find efficient architectures
by (a) sampling MoE subnetworks from the search space; (b) using latency measured in the target device; and
(c) performance estimation from Supernet as feedback for iterative optimization via crossover and mutation. (4)
Efficient MoE subnetwork(s) from evolutionary search is trained on downstream task.

tectural configurations and task performance. For
the most efficient configuration (last row in the
table), AutoMoE reduces the number of decoder lay-
ers, compensating for the capacity with increased
experts in the bottom layer, and places most of the
experts in the encoder. Overall AutoMoE introduces
the following components and contributions:

• Heterogeneous design with adaptive computation
for MoEs with variable number, size and place-
ment of experts in both encoders and decoders.

• Extends Supernet training and evolutionary
search from prior work on dense Transformers to
new search space of sparse MoE’s. This com-
bines all possible MoE sub-architectures in a
single graph; jointly training them via weight-
sharing; and searching for optimal one with best
possible performance on a downstream task satis-
fying a user-specified computational constraint.

• Experiments on NMT benchmarks demonstrate
AutoMoE-designed MoE’s to obtain 4× inference
speedup on CPU and equal FLOPs reduction
over manually designed Transformers, with par-
ity in BLEU with dense Transformer and within 1
BLEU point of MoE SwitchTransformer. Further,
it outperforms NAS methods in the dense search
space (e.g., 1.3× and 2.4× FLOPs reduction and
inference speedup over HAT (Wang et al., 2020)
and Evolved Transformer (So et al., 2019)).

2 Background

Mixture-of-Experts: MoE’s have a rich litera-
ture in machine learning dating back to the early
90s (Yuksel et al., 2012). They have received sig-
nificant attention with works such as (Shazeer et al.,
2017), Switch Transformers (Fedus et al., 2022b),
GShard (Lepikhin et al., 2020), BASE (Lewis et al.,
2021), Hash (Roller et al., 2021), GLaM (Du et al.,
2022), Stochastic Experts (Zuo et al., 2022), Gat-
ing Dropout (Liu et al., 2022) and ST-MoE (Zoph
et al., 2022). Some crucial differences in these
works include choice of expert routing function,
expert placement technique, stability/performance
enhancement techniques and nature of the task (pre-
training vs. fine-tuning). Some challenges in build-
ing sparse expert models include: (i) lack of diver-
sity in expert design (expert layer selection, number
of experts, expert size, etc.), (ii) training instabil-
ity, (iii) poor out-of-distribution generalization, (iv)
cross-task adaptation of pre-trained models, (v)
communication bottleneck, (vi) high memory and
(vii) expert load balancing issue, to name a few.
A comprehensive review of recent sparse expert
models can be found at (Fedus et al., 2022a).
MoE design: Most works in MoE rely on ad-hoc
manual choices for expert placement, number of
experts and their sizes. Existing approaches mostly
use manual design, where they add experts on (i) al-
ternate layers (Fedus et al., 2022b; Kim et al., 2021;
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Machine Translation #Experts in each layer Accuracy Computational Footprint

Design Approach Encoder Decoder BLEU Latency # Active Params FLOPs (G)

Manually designed (every layer) 4-4-4-4-4-4 4-4-4-4-4-4 27.87 861ms 56M 3.4
Manually designed (every other layer) 1-4-1-4-1-4 1-4-1-4-1-4 28.48 794ms 56M 3.4
AutoMoE 1-1-4-4-4-1 4-1-1-1 28.15 585ms 46M 2.9

Table 1: Manual vs. AutoMoE designed MoE for illustration with 6-layer encoder-decoder Transformer. Detailed
results in Table 4. We report computational metrics (measured on Intel Xeon CPU) and BLEU score of MoE’s on
WMT’14 En-De MT task. Number of experts per layer are separated by hyphen (-) for encoder and decoder.

Zuo et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022; Artetxe et al.,
2021), (ii) every four layers (Zoph et al., 2022),
or (iii) final few layers (Rajbhandari et al., 2022).
While these MoE’s support conditional computa-
tion, they generally do not support adaptive com-
pute since same number of expert parameters apply
to every input, largely given by their homogeneous
design (e.g., all experts of same size). Further,
MoE design is generally agnostic to computational
constraints (e.g., latency, memory) of the hardware
in which the MoE model has to be deployed.

Neural Architecture Search (NAS): Given a
search space of architectures and efficiency con-
straints (e.g., model size, latency), NAS typically
aims to identify the optimal architecture that max-
imizes the task performance, while satisfying the
efficiency constraints. NAS has been recently used
for natural language understanding tasks to build ef-
ficient BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT (Brown
et al., 2020) based pre-trained language models (Xu
et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2022a,b;
Gao et al., 2022; Dong et al., 2021; So et al., 2021;
Javaheripi et al., 2022) as well as for machine trans-
lation tasks (So et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020).
Hardware aware transformers (HAT) (Wang et al.,
2020) is a state-of-the-art NAS framework with
dense Transformers for MT that uses hardware la-
tency as feedback for optimization.

However, all of the above NAS works con-
sider a search space with densely activated Trans-
formers and non-MoE architectures, They primar-
ily search over typical Transformer architectural
hyper-parameters like number of layers, attention
heads and hidden size. In contrast, we propose
the first NAS framework that searches for efficient
sparsely activated Mixture-of-Expert modules in
Transformers. Our heterogeneous AutoMoE frame-
work addresses some longstanding design choices
for MoE’s like how many experts? which layers to
place them? what should be their sizes? and so on.

3 Designing Heterogeneous
Mixture-of-Experts

We now present the components of AutoMoE frame-
work (illustrated in Figure 1) for designing efficient
MoE’s under computational constraints.

3.1 Heterogeneous MoE Search Space

Existing MoE approaches restrict their design
space by considering uniform distribution of size
and number of experts placed in different Trans-
former layers. For instance, the standard MoE de-
sign (Fedus et al., 2022b) for an L-layer Trans-
former with M experts placed in alternate layers
have only two possible configurations viz., {1-M -

1-· · · }, {M -1-M - · · ·}. (a) Our design space allows
variable number of experts in each layer resulting
in ML possible configurations. (b) Furthermore,
our design space also allows variable expert size,
e.g., by modulating the width of the feedforward
(FFN) subnetworks for different experts. Consider-
ing N possible FFN dimensions for each expert re-
sults in NML possible configurations for designing
the expert space. (c) Finally, given the autoregres-
sive nature of tasks like neural machine translation,
the inference cost is dominated by the decoder (Ka-
sai et al., 2021). For instance, for token-based
MoE, decoders take 200× the time per step com-
pared to encoders at peak throughput (Kudugunta
et al., 2021). Therefore, we further consider vari-
able number of decoder layers along with the above
choices for expert placement and expert capacity.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to study such a flexible and exhaustive design
space for MoE architectures.

In addition to heterogeneous experts, we allow
flexible design for non-expert Transformer mod-
ules like the number of attention heads, hidden size
and intermediate feedforward dimensions. This het-
erogeneous design of non-MoE, i.e., dense Trans-
former modules, has been explored in prior works
such as HAT (Wang et al., 2020) for generation
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Attributes AutoMoE Transformer Base / Big

Encoder-Embedding-Size {512, 640} 512 / 1024
Decoder-Embedding-Size {512, 640} 512 / 1024
#Encoder-Layers {6} 6
#Decoder-Layers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 6
Encoder-QKV-Dim {512} 512 / 1024
Decoder-QKV-Dim {512} 512 / 1024
#Encoder-Self-Att-Heads (PL) {4, 8} 8 / 16
#Decoder-Self-Att-Heads (PL) {4, 8} 8 / 16
#Decoder-Cross-Att-Heads (PL) {4, 8} 8 / 16
#Decoder-Arbitrary-Att (PL) {-1, 1, 2} -1

Encoder-FFN-Intermediate-Size (PL, PE) {1024, 2048, 3072} 2048 / 4096
Decoder-FFN-Intermediate-Size (PL, PE) {1024, 2048, 3072} 2048 / 4096
#Encoder-Experts (PL) {1, 2, · · · M} -
#Decoder-Experts (PL) {1, 2, · · · M} -

Table 2: Search space of AutoMoE compared to manually configured Transformer Base / Big. ‘PL’ and ‘PE’ refer to
per layer and per expert search dimensions. Decoder arbitrary attn. searches last k encoder layers to attend for each
decoder layer. FFN size varies across layers and experts. M denotes maximum experts per layer.

tasks like NMT, and AutoDistil (Xu et al., 2022a)
for understanding tasks like those in the GLUE
benchmark (Wang et al., 2018). Table 2 shows our
search space. We demonstrate our heterogeneous
MoE search to perform better than both manual and
NAS-searched architectures in the dense space.

3.2 Supernet Training for MoE

AutoMoE leverages the idea of Supernet training
from prior works (Cai et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2022a;
Wang et al., 2020) in Neural Architecture Search
that were developed for standard non-MoE archi-
tectures. We extend Supernet training to the search
space for MoE’s by incorporating experts, gat-
ing and routing protocols. Typically, a Supernet
consists of thousands of subnetworks that are all
jointly trained via weight-sharing. The Supernet
for AutoMoE is the largest sparsely activated MoE
in the search space. It consists of the maximum
number of experts (M ) placed in every layer of the
Transformer in both encoder and decoder. Each
expert FFN has the maximum intermediate hidden
size in the search space. Similar principles apply
to the non-expert dense modules initialized with
corresponding full dimension.

The Supernet is trained with the following steps:
(i) sample a candidate architecture randomly from
the search space (Guo et al., 2020); (ii) train the
sampled architecture by extracting the common
portion of weights from different layers in the Su-
pernet (i.e., by weight sharing) for one training step
on the task; (iii) repeat steps (i) and (ii) until the
training budget is exhausted. Once the Supernet
training converges, we can obtain a quick accuracy
estimate for a candidate architecture (i.e. subnet-
work) by extracting its shared weights from the
Supernet and evaluating on the validation set.

The key challenge here is to build weight sharing

techniques for MoE components, which include:
(i) router: a neural network that is trained to route
each token (of ‘embedding size’) in an incoming
example to exactly one expert (out of M experts)
for top-1 routing; (ii) FFN expert: a standard Trans-
former FFN block that has unique weights and is
learned independently. AutoMoE’s expert layers fol-
low the Switch Transformer (Fedus et al., 2022b)
specification. For subnetwork extraction from the
Supernet, AutoMoE extracts front rows and front
columns of the Supernet’s router weight matrix,
corresponding to the subnet design. For example,
consider the Supernet’s router to be designed for
4 experts and 640 embedding size with the shape
of the router weight matrix as 4× 640. Consider a
sampled subnet during Supernet training to consist
of 3 < 4 experts and 512 < 640 embedding size
with the subnet’s router matrix as 3×512. To popu-
late this matrix, we extract the first 3 rows and first
512 columns from the Supernet’s weight matrix (as
illustrated in Figure 2 (a)). Such a weight sharing
technique allows us to design hetegogeneous MoE
architectures with varying number of experts in
each Transformer layer.
AutoMoE also extracts front rows and front

columns from the weight matrices of each FFN
expert from the Supernet, corresponding to the sub-
net design. For the previous example, assume the
intermediate FFN size of each expert in the Su-
pernet to be 3072 (shape of weight matrix for first
FFN layer is 3072× 640 and second FFN layer is
640 × 3072). Assume the sampled subnet to be
designed for 2 experts with intermediate FFN size
of one expert to be 2048 while the other to be 1024.
For the first expert, the weight matrices of the sub-
net of shape 2048 × 512 (Input) and 512 × 2048
(Output) are extracted from the first 2048 rows, 512
columns (Input) and first 512 rows, 2048 columns
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Figure 2: Weight sharing in the MoE Supernet for sparsely activated expert modules.

(Output) of the corresponding Supernet weights.
For the second expert, the weight matrices of shape
1024 × 512 (Input) and 512 × 1024 (Output) are
extracted from the first 1024 rows, 512 columns
(Input) and first 512 rows, 1024 columns (Output)
of the corresponding Supernet weights. This ex-
ample is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The subnet
extraction technique does not extract weights from
the third and fourth experts of the Supernet as the
subnet is designed to have only two experts (not
shown in the figure). Such a weight sharing tech-
nique allows us to design architectures with varying
intermediate FFN size for each expert. Additional
techniques for improving expert capacity such as
stacking FFNs, and techniques for improving Su-
pernet performance with sandwich sampling (Yu
et al., 2019), inplace knowledge distillation (Yu
et al., 2019), gradient conflict reduction (Gong
et al., 2022) are left for future work.

3.3 Searching for Efficient MoE Subnetwork
with Computational Constraint

AutoMoE search is based on an evolutionary algo-
rithm that takes the hardware computational con-
straint (e.g., CPU latency ≤ 600ms) as input and
aims to identify the MoE subnetwork from the Su-
pernet which achieves maximum accuracy for the
task while satisfying the constraint. The algorithm
works by sampling an initial set of MoE candidate
architectures randomly from the Supernet; evolv-
ing the top architectures iteratively by mutation;
followed by crossover; until the search iterations
are exhausted. Candidate MoE architectures are
easily ranked by the Supernet performance esti-
mator based on the validation score for the task.

Dataset Year Source
Lang

Target
Lang

#Train #Valid #Test

WMT 2014 English
(en)

German
(de)

4.5M 3000 3000

WMT 2019 English
(en)

German
(de)

43M 2900 2900

WMT 2014 English
(en)

French
(fr)

35M 26000 26000

Table 3: Machine translation benchmark data.

Latency estimate for each architecture is obtained
by measuring the latency directly on the target de-
vice. The standard approach measures gold latency
for forward propagation of a batch of examples
for a large number (e.g., 300) of passes and then
computes the truncated mean (after removing bot-
tom and top 10% outlier latencies). This latency
estimation can be costly given the large space of
candidate architectures. To overcome this chal-
lenge, AutoMoE uses partially gold latency, which
is obtained by forward propagation of a batch of ex-
amples for a small number (e.g., 100) of passes and
then computing truncated mean. After the search is
completed, the MoE architecture with the highest
performance is selected as the optimal one.

3.4 Training Efficient MoE Sub-Transformer

Once the optimal MoE architecture is identified, we
train the model weights for the final architecture to
convergence for the same number of training steps
as our baseline models for a fair comparison.

4 Experiments

Datasets and evaluation metrics.
We evaluate AutoMoE on standard machine trans-

lation benchmarks: WMT’14 En-De, WMT’14 En-
Fr and WMT’19 En-De with dataset statistics in
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Dataset Network #Active
Params (M)

Sparsity (%) FLOPs (G) BLEU GPU hours Latency (ms)

WMT’14 En-De
Transformer-Big Dense 176 0 10.6 (1×) 28.4 184 2199 (1×)SwitchTransformer-Big Sparse 176 36 10.6 (1×) 28.8 236
Evolved Transformer NAS over Dense 47 0 2.9 (3.7×) 28.2 2,192,000 -
HAT NAS over Dense 56 0 3.5 (3×) 28.2 264 669 (3.3×)
Random Search NAS over Sparse 42 21 2.2 (4.8×) 27.3 126 416 (5.3×)
AutoMoE (6 Experts) NAS over Sparse 45 62 2.9 (3.7×) 28.2 224 504 (4.4×)

WMT’14 En-Fr
Transformer-Big Dense 176 0 10.6 (1×) 41.2 240 2199 (1×)SwitchTransformer-Big Sparse 176 36 10.6 (1×) 42.3 234
Evolved Transformer NAS over Dense 175 0 10.8 (1×) 41.3 2,192,000 -
HAT NAS over Dense 57 0 3.6 (2.9×) 41.5 248 723 (3×)
Random Search NAS over Sparse 42 21 2.2 (4.8×) 40.3 130 416 (5.3×)
AutoMoE (6 Experts) NAS over Sparse 46 72 2.9 (3.7×) 41.6 236 547 (4×)
AutoMoE (16 Experts) NAS over Sparse 135 65 3.0 (3.5×) 41.9 672 (3.3×)

WMT’19 En-De
Transformer-Big Dense 176 0 10.6 (1×) 46.1 184 2199 (1×)SwitchTransformer-Big Sparse 176 36 10.6 (1×) 47.0 223
HAT NAS over Dense 63 0 4.1 (2.6×) 45.8 264 758 (2.9×)
Random Search NAS over Sparse 42 21 2.2 (4.8×) 43.7 126 416 (5.3×)
AutoMoE (2 Experts) NAS over Sparse 45 41 2.8 (3.8×) 45.5 248 558 (3.9×)
AutoMoE (16 Experts) NAS over Sparse 69 81 3.2 (3.3×) 45.9 656 (3.3×)

Table 4: Comparison of AutoMoE vs. baselines with Pareto-optimal architectures highlighted in blue color. We
report active model parameters, and sparsity measured as non-active parameters as a percentage of total parameters.
We train all baselines and AutoMoE for the same 40K training steps for fair comparison to report BLEU1. Training
time (with search, if applicable) is reported in hours for one Nvidia V100 GPU. Inference latency is measured
in Intel Xeon CPU. AutoMoE significantly reduces FLOPs and latency with parity in BLEU, on aggregate, over
NAS methods in dense search space (e.g., 1.3× and 2.4× FLOPs reduction and speedup over HAT and Evolved
Transformer). AutoMoE with Random Search obtains the best speedup but results in significant regression in BLEU.

Table 3. We use pre-processed datasets and evalu-
ation setup from (Wang et al., 2020). We report
BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) as a perfor-
mance metric with beam of size 5 and a length
penalty of 0.6 (for WMT).
Baselines. We compare AutoMoE against both man-
ually designed and NAS-searched architectures.

For manual baselines, we consider: (a) densely
activated Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) with
no experts; (b) sparsely activated MoE with homo-
geneous experts (i.e. same number and FFN size)
placed in every other layer (Fedus et al., 2022b;
Kim et al., 2021; Zuo et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022;
Artetxe et al., 2021).

For NAS baselines, we consider (c) HAT (Wang
et al., 2020), which is a Supernet-based state-of-the-
art NAS framework for identifying efficient dense
sub-Transformers for neural machine translation
(same task setting as ours); and (d) Evolved Trans-
former (So et al., 2019) which is one of the earlier
works on finding efficient dense sub-Transformers
with evolution-based architecture search. Note that
both the NAS baselines apply only to dense non-
MoE transformers, and AutoMoE is the first work to
leverage NAS to identify efficient sparse MoE sub-
transformers. Finally, we consider (e) AutoMoE
with Random Search (typically treated as a strong
baseline for NAS) that samples an MoE subnetwork

(given latency constraints) randomly from AutoMoE
search space and trains it till convergence.
Training configurations and search space. All
the baselines and AutoMoE including the Supernet
and final model are trained with the same setting
for fair comparison. All the models are trained
for 40K steps, with a warmup of 10K steps from
10−7 to 10−3 and use cosine annealing to 10−7

for the rest of the steps. All models are trained
using fairseq toolkit (Ott et al., 2019) with an effec-
tive batch size of 524K tokens on 16 V100 GPUs.
All the NAS baselines have the same search space
for dense Transformer modules (e.g., number of
decoder layers, q-k-v dimension, attention heads,
etc.) with AutoMoE further incorporating MoE rel-
evant aspects (e.g., experts, gating, routing, etc.)
in the search space. The number of encoder layers
is kept fixed for all the NAS baselines including
AutoMoE since the latency is primarily determined
by the decoders for autoregressive generation (as
we discuss in Section 5.2).
Evolutionary search setup. For performance esti-
mation, we monitor the validation loss of subnets
on the NMT task. We compute latency by mea-
suring the time taken to perform translation from
a source sentence to a target sentence with same
desired input/output length (30 for WMT) and orig-
inal beam settings (see Section 4) on target device
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Figure 3: Architecture analysis for AutoMoE-generated MoEs. We sample several architectures from the Pareto for
AutoMoE subnets, and report aggregate statistics in terms of the impact on different computational metrics.

(Intel Xeon CPU). We measure latency 300 times
for gold (to report final metrics) and 100 times for
partially gold (during evolutionary search) respec-
tively; discard top and bottom 10% (outlier latency)
and compute mean of the rest. Hyper-parameter
settings for evolutionary search include: 15 as iter-
ations, 125 as population size, 25 as parents’ size,
50 as mutation population size with mutation prob-
ability of 0.3 and 50 as crossover population size.
Unless otherwise stated, latency constraint for all
experiments is set to 600ms.

5 Results

5.1 AutoMoE vs. Baseline Performance

Table 4 presents a comparison of AutoMoE with
baselines on several computational metrics and
task performance. We report the number of pa-
rameters without embedding weights, and FLOPs
without the last decoding layer for all the mod-
els, consistent with (Wang et al., 2020) evaluation.
AutoMoE-generated sparse MoE sub-Transformers
obtain 4× reduction in FLOPs over both manually
designed (densely activated) Transformer-Big, and
(sparsely activated) MoE SwitchTransformer-Big
with experts in every layer, and equivalent infer-
ence speedups on CPU. Compared to NAS base-
lines like Evolved Transformer (So et al., 2019)
and HAT (Wang et al., 2020) that generate densely
activated sub-Transformers, AutoMoE improves on
FLOPs and latency by 2.4× and 1.3× respectively
with parity in BLEU score on aggregate. Notably,
Supernet-based AutoMoE and HAT have massively
reduced amortized training cost (GPU hours) com-

pared to Evolved Transformer with progressive evo-
lutionary search. AutoMoE with Random Search, a
strong NAS baseline, obtains the best speedup but
with significant performance regression.

Compared to all other models (both dense and
sparse), we observe AutoMoE to generate networks
with high sparsity resulting in massively reduced
active parameters and FLOPs. For the NAS models,
we train the top-2 sub-Transformers in the Pareto
and report the one with the best trade-off in BLEU
vs. FLOPs on the validation set. Maximum experts
for the best performance vary for different tasks,
with 6 experts for WMT’14 En-De, 16 experts for
WMT’14 En-Fr and WMT’19 En-De – given the
latter two datasets are 10× larger than the former.

5.2 Analysis

Decoder layers vs. FLOPs. Figure 3 (a) shows the
average FLOPs for several AutoMoE architectures
with different decoder layers as obtained during
our search (varying from 3 to 6) from the Pareto,
and baseline models. Notice that the FLOPs in-
crease with increase in decoder layers, given the
auto-regressive nature of NMT tasks which require
generating tokens sequentially. In contrast to man-
ually designed Transformers with 6 decoder layers
(both dense and sparsely activated MoE variants),
AutoMoE- and HAT-searched architectures reduce
the number of decoder layers with a resulting de-
crease in both FLOPs and latency. This is also
evident in Figure 3 (e) which shows that decoder
latency dominates the total inference latency for all
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Model Encoder Decoder
Dataset #Experts per layer Expert FFN Inter Size #Experts per layer Expert FFN Inter Size

Std-expert
WMT’14 En-De 5-1-1-1-2-1 3072-3072-3072-3072-2048-3072 1-1-1-1 3072-3072-3072-3072
WMT’14 En-Fr 1-4-2-6-5-5 3072-3072-3072-3072-3072-3072 2-1-1-3 3072-3072-3072-3072
WMT’19 En-De 1-1-2-1-2-1 3072-3072-3072-3072-3072-2048 1-1-1-2 3072-3072-3072-3072

Fract-expert
WMT’14 En-De 3-2-3-4-1-3 [2048-3072-2048]-[3072-1024]-[3072-3072-

1024]-[3072-1024-3072-2048]-3072-[3072-
1024-3072]

3-1-1-1 [3072-1024-2048]-3072-3072-
3072

WMT’14 En-Fr 6-2-3-4-4-5 [2048-1024-2048-1024-1024-3072]-[2048-
2048]-[3072-3072-2048]-[3072-3072-2048-
3072]-[3072-1024-1024-2048]-[2048-3072-
3072-2048-2048]

2-1-4-2 [3072-3072]-3072-[3072-
3072-3072-2048]-[3072-2048]

WMT’19 En-De 2-3-1-2-6-1 [3072-3072]-[3072-3072-3072]-3072-[3072-
2048]-[3072-1024-2048-3072-1024-2048]-
3072

2-4-1-1 [3072-3072]-[3072-1024-
2048-3072]-3072-3072

Table 5: AutoMoE-generated Pareto-optimal architectures for different datasets. FFN intermediate sizes for fractional
experts (i.e. varying expert sizes within each layer) are enclosed within square brackets.

the models by more than 90%.
Expert distribution in encoder vs. decoder. Fig-
ure 3 (b) plots the number of encoder experts as
ratio of total experts for AutoMoE-generated sub-
Transformers. We observe that AutoMoE assigns
significantly larger number of experts to encoder
as compared to the decoder. As a result, encoders
have much higher capacity (i.e., encoder parame-
ters as a proportion of overall parameters) than de-
coders. This correlates with the earlier observation
that models with higher encoder layers compared
to decoder layers enjoy better latency-performance
trade-off (Kasai et al., 2021). Our findings from
AutoMoE designed architectures indicate that the
number of layers and experts are two knobs that
jointly help in modulating encoder capacity and
decoder latency to design efficient MoE.
Expert distribution in different layers. Figures 3
(c) and (d) show the percentage of experts allo-
cated to different layers for encoders and decoders
– averaged over several sampled architectures from
AutoMoE Supernet. Notice that the middle encoder
layers (3rd, 5th) are allocated the maximum num-
ber of experts, while the first layer receives the least.
The trend reverses for decoder, with the first layer
receiving most experts with gradual reduction in ex-
pert allocation. This is also consistent with keeping
decoders light by dropping layers to reduce latency;
while compensating for the reduced capacity with
increased experts in the first few layers.
Latency vs. FLOPs as constraint for search. Ta-

1We use same hyper-parameters for all models with no
tuning (provided in code). Given 40K training steps for each
model and no tuning, MoE numbers may not be comparable to
SOTA numbers which typically train for more steps. HAT and
Evol. Transformer numbers are reported from (Wang et al.,
2020). We follow their evaluation and reporting protocol.

Search Constraint BLEU FLOPs (G) Latency (ms)

Latency ≤ 200ms
HAT 41.45 3.6 212
AutoMoE (2 Experts) 41.23 2.9 176
AutoMoE (4 Experts) 41.22 3.0 198

FLOPs ≤ 3 GFLOPs
HAT 40.89 3.0 158
AutoMoE (2 Experts) 41.09 3.0 216
AutoMoE (4 Experts) 41.10 3.0 229

Table 6: Impact of latency and FLOPs constraints on
WMT’14 En-Fr dataset. Latency is computed on 1
NVIDIA V100 GPU.

ble 6 presents the impact of latency and FLOPs
as computational constraints on the performance-
efficiency trade-off. Constraining FLOPs results in
models that fully exhaust the FLOPs budget; while
leading to higher latency. On the other hand, con-
straining latency tends to under-utilize the budget
leading to relatively superior FLOPs and latency,
providing a stricter control.
Pareto-optimal AutoMoE generated MoE archi-
tectures. Table 5 shows sparsely activated MoE
architectures designed by two variants of AutoMoE
(‘std-expert’: expert FFN size same in each layer
and variable across; ‘fract-expert’: fully heteroge-
neous expert size) for different datasets with the
best trade-off in BLEU vs. latency. On aggregate
71% of the experts are allocated to the encoder
compared to the decoder. Meanwhile, 70% of the
expert layers in ‘fract-expert’ architectures have
2 or more experts, out of which more than 75%
of the expert layers have varying capacities (i.e.,
experts with different FFN intermediate size). Fig-
ures 4, 5, 6 in Appendix show full architecture
(embedding size, layers, heads, experts, placement,
sizes, etc.) of AutoMoE subnets on WMT14 En-De,
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Search Space Variation BLEU FLOPs

HAT 28.2 3.5G
AutoMoE (2 Experts) w/ fixed encoder layers 28.2 2.9G

Varying number of encoder layers
HAT w/ #Encoder-Layers ∈ {1-6} 28.1 3.4G
AutoMoE (2 Experts) w/ #Encoder-Layers ∈ {1-6} 28.3 3.7G

AutoMoE (2 Experts) w/ manually designed ho-
mogeneous experts
1-2-1-2-1-2 28.3 3.5G
1-1-1-2-2-2 28.3 3.8G
2-2-2-1-1-1 28.3 3.1G

AutoMoE w/ Identity Expert FFN size ∈ {0, 3072} 28.1 2.7G

Table 7: Variations in AutoMoE’s search space on
WMT’14 En-De dataset.

WMT14 En-Fr and WMT19 EN-De respectively.
MoE Search space variations. Table 7 presents
the impact of search space choices on MoE effi-
ciency and performance trade-off. The first varia-
tion is to make ‘#Encoder Layers’ an elastic search
dimension. Note that both HAT and AutoMoE con-
sider the number of encoder layers to be fixed (re-
fer to Table 2). We observe that varying encoder
layers has a relatively poor trade-off on model per-
formance vs efficiency as compared to varying de-
coder layers, re-inforcing our prior observations on
the importance of encoder capacity and depth.

In the second variation (see third major row), we
fix the expert architecture (with 2 experts manually
placed uniformly) in the search space and only
search for standard Transformer hyper-parameters.
Observe that AutoMoE-designed models have better
FLOPs than such manually designed ones.

The last variation introduces identity or dummy
experts (i.e., expert with 0 intermediate FFN size,
equivalent to identity operation). This explores the
idea that we can skip the computation for some
of the tokens based on context rather than always
forcing them through an FFN. We observe iden-
tity experts to marginally hurt the performance but
significantly reduce FLOPs (see last major row).

6 Conclusion

AutoMoE is the first framework to design heteroge-
neous MoE’s under computational constraints. It
supports adaptive computation i.e. variable com-
pute for different inputs with variable-size experts.
It leverages NAS to explore a heterogeneous search
space with variable number of experts, sizes, and
placement choices; alongside other standard Trans-
former architectural hyper-parameters. AutoMoE
generated MoE subnetworks reduce FLOPs and
latency over both manually designed and NAS-
searched architectures on benchmark MT tasks.

7 Limitations

Given our focus on finding efficient MoE models
under computational constraints, AutoMoE search
space and evaluation has been restricted in scale to
big-sized Transformer models for benchmark MT
tasks. A natural extension of this work is to explore
the limits of MoE models like SwitchTransform-
ers (Fedus et al., 2022b) and GShard (Lepikhin
et al., 2020) that are significantly larger contain-
ing billions to trillions of parameters; as well as
designing sparse and transferable efficient expert
models (Zoph et al., 2022) for diverse types of tasks
like reasoning, summarization and understanding.

The limitations of this work are as follows:

1. Sandwich sampling (Yu et al., 2019), inplace
knowledge distillation (Yu et al., 2019), and
gradient conflict reduction (Gong et al., 2022)
are popular techniques to improve the training
procedure of supernet. It would be interest-
ing to study the impact of these techniques to
improve AutoMoE’s supernet.

2. AutoMoE uses the hidden dimension of inter-
mediate feedforward network (FFN) to modu-
late the capacity of each expert. It would be
interesting to study other techniques to modu-
late expert capacity such as stacking variable
number of hidden layers in FFN.

3. The backbone of AutoMoE’s supernet uses
Switch Transformer, which adds FFN based
expert layers and routes each token to exactly
one expert (top-1 routing). It would be inter-
esting to: (i) search for the number of tokens
to route, and (ii) search for the Transformer
component (e.g., FFN, self-attention projec-
tion layers, LayerNorm) to add expert layers.

4. AutoMoE’s search space contains classical
Transformer components such as multi-head
attention and FFN layers. It would be interest-
ing to add components that are efficient by de-
sign such as convolutional layer, FLASH (Hua
et al., 2022), and g-MLP (Liu et al., 2021).
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A Appendix

A.1 Full Architecture Design

Figure 4, 5 and 6 present the full architecture de-
sign of pareto-efficient architectures generated by
AutoMoE.

A.2 Evolutionary Search - Stability

We study the initialization effects on the stability
of the pareto front outputted by the evolutionary
search for HAT. Table 8 displays sampled (direct)
BLEU and latency of the models in the pareto front
for different seeds on the WMT’14 En-Fr task. The
differences in the latency and BLEU across seeds
are mostly marginal. This result highlights that the
pareto front outputted by the evolutionary search is
largely stable for HAT.
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Figure 4: AutoMoE-generated architecture for WMT’14
En-De.
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Supernet / Pareto Front Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Seed Latency BLEU Latency BLEU Latency BLEU

HAT (SPOS) 1 96.39 38.94 176.44 39.26 187.53 39.16
HAT (SPOS) 2 98.91 38.96 159.87 39.20 192.11 39.09
HAT (SPOS) 3 100.15 38.96 158.67 39.24 189.53 39.16

Table 8: Stability of the evolutionary search w.r.t. different seeds on the WMT’14 En-Fr task. Search quality is
measured in terms of latency and sampled (direct) supernet performance (BLEU) of the models in the pareto front.

A.3 Evolutionary Search - Algorithm
We present the pseudo code of the evolutionary
search algorithm proposed by HAT in Algorithm 1.
This algorithm is also adopted by AutoMoE.
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Algorithm 1 Evolutionary search algorithm for Neural architecture search.
Input: supernet, latency-predictor, num-iterations, num-population, num-parents,

num-mutations, num-crossover, mutate-prob, latency-constraint
Output: best-architecture

1: popu← num-population random samples from the search space
2: for iter ← 1 to num-iterations do
3: cur-parents← top ‘num-parents’ architectures from popu by supernet’s validation loss
4: cur-mutate-popu = {}
5: for mi← 1 to num-mutations do
6: cur-mutate-gene ← mutate a random example from popu with mutation probability

mutate-prob
7: if cur-mutate-gene satisfies latency-constraint via latency-predictor then
8: cur-mutate-popu = cur-mutate-popu ∪ cur-mutate-gene

9: cur-crossover-popu = {}
10: for ci← 1 to num-crossover do
11: cur-crossover-gene← crossover two random examples from popu
12: if cur-crossover-gene satisfies latency-constraint via latency-predictor then
13: cur-crossover-popu = cur-crossover-popu ∪ cur-crossover-gene

14: popu = cur-parents ∪ cur-mutate-popu ∪ cur-crossover-popu

15: return top architecture from popu by supernet’s validation loss
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Figure 5: AutoMoE-generated architecture for WMT’14
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